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OBJECTIVE

COMPONENTS

Product Management

Order Management

Order Tracking

CLINQ-SALES APP is an application which is dedicated to the Doctors (Customers) who  
wish to place the order of Products for Skin, Prosthetics, Body Contouring, Rejunavate and 
wellness Business.

Payment Gateway

Special Offers

Notifications
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 Mobile Application can be used only by
Doctors and they only can register
in to App

 ASM / ZM and Distributors are 
created at backend through Web
Application

 Doctor has facility of
 selecting the distributor
before placing the Order

 NSM - NSM can approve
 order only when doctor
select Maximum
quantity

 ASM can approve
 doctor ordered
 products and also
ASM can view

 the order approval
Report

 ZM can approve doctor
 ordered products and also
ZM can view the
order Approval Report

 Distributors will be linked
 based on the selection of
state and city during
their registration process

can track booked orders and shall 
receive acknowledgment on Received items 

 Doctor can be getting Products,
 Schemes, by syncing of
Products Master

Doctor Registration 
 approval is approved  

 only by Admin through 
Portal

 After Completion of placing 
order by Doctor both Mail 

and Message will be sent to  
/ their linked NSM, ASM 

 ZM and Distributor, Because 
 Order Approval is done by 

NSM, ASM / ZM and Distributor

 Admin will decide that for the
registered Doctor either ASM or 
ZM is linked 

 Doctors are linked with higher
 authority of ASM / ZM and

Distributors
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 Either can approve or Reject the Order, or for
 every approval or rejection of Order both Mail
 and Message will be sent to doctor Registered
Mobile Number and Registered Email-ID

 Distributor can approve the
Doctor Order details after
 Completion of Order
approved

 Either can approve or Reject the Order, or for every approval or
 rejection of Order both Mail and Message will be sent to doctor

Registered Mobile Number and Registered Email-ID

can track booked orders and shall 
receive acknowledgment on Received items 

 can also Re-order from previously
 ordered products and also doctor has
facility to cancel the ordered

 NSM - NSM can approve
 order only when doctor
select Maximum
quantity

 NSM - Either can approve
 or Reject the Order, or for
every approval or
rejection of Order
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